"Swizzle bowed to an imaginary audience"
“On the scent of a fox”
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Detail of Centre Motifs, Marine Building. Astrological signs Aries (Ram), Saggitarius (Archer), and Leo (lion). 1930-04-12, (CA ACU CAA F0023), McCarter Nairne fonds. Courtesy of Libraries and Cultural Resources Digital Collections, University of Calgary.
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Detail of Centre Motifs, Marine Building. Astrological signs Gemini (Twins), Libra (Scales), and Aquarius (Water Bearer). 1930-04-12, (CA ACU CAA F0023), McCarter Nairne fonds. Courtesy of Libraries and Cultural Resources Digital Collections, University of Calgary.
Detail of Centre Motifs, Marine Building. Astrological signs Cancer (Crab), Scorpio (Scorpio), and Pisces (Fish). 1930-04-12, (CA ACU CAA F0023), McCarter Nairne fonds. Courtesy of Libraries and Cultural Resources Digital Collections, University of Calgary.
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Detail of Centre Motifs, Marine Building. Astrological signs Taurus (Bull), Virgo (Virgin), and Capricorn (Ram). 1930-04-12, (CA ACU CAA F0023), McCarter Nairne fonds. Courtesy of Libraries and Cultural Resources Digital Collections, University of Calgary.
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